
Sound 
Bites
Foodies on Spotify

Top Chef 
Align with Spotify

PLAYLISTS  
Sponsor our top Foodie-focused playlists

PODCASTS  
Top podcasts amongst the Foodie audience

Foodies

Cooking enthusiasts

Spotify at Home users

TARGETING: 
1. Layer on daypart or playlist 

targeting to reach listeners 
within specific meal times 
throughout their day. 

2. Deliver real-time audio ads while 
your audience listens to relevant 
Foodies moments such as 
Cooking, Dinner and Holidays.

The following audiences are 
available to target globally:

Recipe for Disaster 
AUTO, QSR, FINANCE

It’s happened to everyone: the food is burned, the 
smoke alarm is blaring, and dinner is ruined. 
Position your brand as the savior to a supper gone 
wrong. Target weekends when Foodies are feeling 
more adventurous in the kitchen and show them 
how quick they can order delivery, hop in the car 
for pick-up, or earn points on their credit cards 
(and with their partner) by buying dinner instead. 

Here’s what it could sound like - click to listen.

Genre Mixers 
CPG & RETAIL

Create a series of utility-style audio spots that 
provide listeners with a cocktail recipe based on 
the top genres of Cooking Enthusiasts. Focus on 
simple ingredients and play into the “lifestyle 
advice” found in songs within the top genres. 
Promote your brand as a secret ingredient or an 
unusual cocktail pairing. 

Here’s what it could sound like - click to listen.

Music on the Menu 
Ideas to get started

Alexa, play a cooking playlist.  
Through 2020, streams of cooking-related music playlists 
increased across connected devices of all types:

Cooking Companions

+141%  
Smart speakers

+30%  
Game consoles

+40%  
TV

Spotify Free users stream Cooking & Dining  
playlists an average of  

27 million  
times per month

Stream Your  
Sous Chef

The creation of 
baking playlists has 
increased  

+29%  
year-on-year

Have Your Cake and 
Stream It Too

Streams to banana 
bread playlists have 
increased  

+41%  
year-on-year

Source: Spotify Internal Data, where playlist keywords included ‘food’, ‘drink’, 
‘cook’, ‘kitchen’, ‘breakfast’, ‘lunch’, ‘dinner’, ‘brunch’, ‘dine’, ‘feast’, ‘bbq’, 
‘cocktail’; based on April 2019 - March 2020 data

Source: Spotify Internal Data, Free Users, Global, playlist keyword = bake, 
baking, bakken, cuisson, horneando, bage, cuire, hornear, baka, infornare, 
cottura al forno; Sept 2019 vs. Sept 2020. Spotify Internal Data, Free Users, 
global, playlist keyword = banana bread, bread; Sept 2019 vs. Sept 2020

Source: Spotify Internal Data, Streams in ‘Cooking’ moment, Global, Jan-Sept 2020

Everybody’s Cooking 
for the Weekend

Source: 1. Spotify Internal Data, Global, September 2020. 2. Spotify Internal Data, most recent 12 weeks as of 9/23/20; Global Data; Moments included cooking and dinner.

Half of all streams  
of cooking playlists happen 
from Friday through Sunday1

The Sunday Special 
Foodies follow a consistent 
streaming schedule every 
day… except Sundays. That's 
the only day when cooking 
hits a high peak at 1pm.2

Cooking moment streams spike on feast-filled holidays.

A Feast for the Ears

Source: Spotify Internal Data, Free Users, Global, Daily streams per [individual] month; Oct 2019 - Oct 2020

CHRISTMAS 

97%  
above average  
streams in December

EASTER 

66%  
above average  
streams in April

JULY 4TH 

over 4x  
(371%) above average 
streams in July

THANKSGIVING 

30%  
above average  
streams in November
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNCbCNev6hYxeF1xYU6aJP3Escz9qeq3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNCbCNev6hYxeF1xYU6aJP3Escz9qeq3/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FoW8F8mki7AFipoTS0NowluTNbnKWrt6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FoW8F8mki7AFipoTS0NowluTNbnKWrt6/view?usp=sharing

